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OUTSIDE IS “IN” AS THE LATEST
LIFESTYLE TREND FOR TODAY’S
HOMEOWNERS SEEKING
SEAMLESS CONNECTIONS
BETWEEN THE INDOORS
AND OUTDOORS.

5 TIPS FOR RELEASING
THE SOCIAL BUTTERFLY
IN YOUR BACKYARD
by Karen LeBlanc

I

recently toured several show homes
during the 2016 International Builders
Show in Las Vegas that blur the lines
between inside and outside spaces
with floor-to-ceiling retractable glass

walls and screens and creative uses of
backyard space. Urban wall gardens, outside media rooms and sunken pit living
rooms are just some of the interesting and
fresh design ideas.
However, a new home isn’t necessary
for enjoying the alfresco lifestyle. The
potential for outdoor living lies in your
own backyard, literally. With a little creativity and ingenuity, anyone can unleash
the social butterfly within their own backyard. Here are my top five ideas for transforming your outdoor spaces into the per-

visible from the side of the home that

fect host for all seasons and reasons. We

leads to the walled backyard. Garden

Conversation pieces include the Spun

start with Winter Park couple Laura and

paths wind through a sculpture garden,

Chair by architect and designer Thomas

Mark Cosgrove, who transformed their

European garden, Asian garden, Moroc-

Heatherwick, an architectural pediment

backyard into a sculpture garden and

can room and South Beach sun bed.

from a downtown Orlando building, and

“multiroom” alfresco entertainment space.

Although the couple has no formal art

vivid yellow and blue Moroccan tile. The

background, their backyard is a tribute to

couple also transformed hard-to-grow

their appreciation of art and design. “We

patches of the backyard into a sculpture

The Cosgroves love to entertain at home,

are inspired by art and design pieces we

garden. “In Florida, the outdoors is full of

but with limited space they decided to

discover on our travels, in particular Art

possibilities. We started our garden 15

transform their garden into the ultimate

Basel fairs in both Miami and Hong

years ago, pulling ideas from different gar-

party host for events that are anything but

Kong,” Laura says.

dens to create our own world, outside.

GROW A GARDEN TO PARTY:

day celebrations,” she adds.

your garden variety. The couple’s home

The couple’s clever and strategic com-

This is a work in progress. It will always

peaks curiosity starting with its curb

bination of landscaping and hardscaping

be,” she explains. The couple also occa-

appeal — a contemporary red sculpture by

expanded the home’s functional living

sionally opens their gardens to local artists

Barbara Sorensen sits in the front yard in

space by taking the social scene outdoors.

to exhibit as gallery space.

dramatic contrast to the façade’s traditional

“We wanted to offer more experiences

architecture of brick and white columns.

since we are limited with our indoor

ENTERTAIN WITH FIRE:

The intended effect hints at what’s

space, so we created an outdoor dining

“Chat” tables and fire features spark con-

behind the teak wooden door from India

room that hosts our extended family holi-

versation as alternatives to gathering
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around the grill. I spoke with Firetain-

into a destination where life happens,” Josh

ment, which is turning the fire feature

says. “It’s a trend that continues to grow as

into a social chef with plenty of cooking

the outdoor kitchen becomes more inte-

capabilities. “Users can incorporate a grid-

grated into the home. The New American

dle, wok or Dutch oven. We are inspired

Home balances public and private spaces

by families and the aspect of bonding,

with bedrooms that lead to sky decks,

breathing in the fresh air and eating good

interior courtyards and a main outdoor

food,” says Desja Fagins, marketing coor-

living space centered around the pool.

dinator, Firetainment, Inc.

Today’s fully developed outdoor kitchens
come equipped with high-end appliances
dryer, though I’m not sure this is what

and cabinetry, entertaining and dining

most women would have in mind for a

areas and gathering/TV areas. “It’s no lon-

personal retreat. However, it does indicate

ger about what grill are people buying for

that the “she shed” is becoming a main-

their backyard; it’s about bringing the entire

stream concept. I think it’s a great use of

kitchen experience outdoors, everything

backyard space that expands your home’s

from weatherproof cabinets to dishwashers,

functional living area as a miniature liv-

refrigerators and even pizza ovens,” says

ing room or a modern-day parlor. I did

Brian Pagel, VP, kitchen and bath, Emer-

consult with experts who recommend

ald Expositions, and host of the annual

keeping a “she shed” under 120 square feet

National Kitchen and Bath Industry Show.

Fire features that can cook untether the

to avoid permitting, but check your local

grill master from the grill and make cook-

building codes, especially if you’re install-

ing a more social experience. Fire tables are

ing electricity or Internet access.

growing in popularity because they are

SHOW YOUR OUTDOOR SPACE
IN THE BEST LIGHT:
The way your outdoor space lights up at
night sets the mood and showcases your

propane cylinder, no gas lines or installa-

CREATE A “DESTINATION”
KITCHEN:

tion required. “Because Firetainment’s

Josh Anderson, owner of Element Design

lighting be an afterthought; good lighting

fire pit table is portable, it allows for many

Build, built the 2016 New American Home

is essential to outdoor style. I want to share

different placement options such as in res-

in Henderson, Las Vegas, the official show

with you a few DIY techniques that I

taurants, night clubs, and even resorts,”

home of the International Builders Show.

learned from landscape lighting designers

she explains. Fire tables foster togetherness

Josh sees outdoor cooking and dining

to show your outdoor space in the best light.

and fuel a trend toward more intimate

spaces as the new social heart of the home.

To create a silhouette effect on plants

gathering spaces, identified recently in the

“We are turning the outdoor kitchen

or outdoor features, install a spotlight

easy-to-use, portable and operate using a

alfresco living spaces. Don’t let outdoor

BUILD A “SHE SHED”:
The lady of the household is also expanding her realm into the backyard with the
“she shed.” It’s the female version of the
man cave but instead of the garage, women are taking back the backyard, building
small structures where they can escape to
pursue their passions and personal pastimes, albeit arts, crafts, hobbies, writing,
reading or entertaining.
At the 2016 Kitchen and Bath Industry
Show, Electrolux staged its version of the
“she shed” complete with a washer and
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ALFRESCO OPEN AIR CULINARY SYSTEMS

2016 Best in American Living Awards.

behind and at the base of an object. This is
known as up-lighting and it illuminates
upward, creating a play of shadows as it
lights sculptures, water features or trees.
Think of outdoor lighting as an extension of your home’s architecture and use it
to highlight features. Install down lights to
graze a wall or cast pools of light below the
surface of water in a pool. When choosing
which focal points to light, such as a plant,
tree or water feature, make sure that they
look good through all of the seasons. Consider lighting pathways with small fixtures
along the edge of a walkway or a driveway.
Avoid creating a runway effect by staggering light, setting some path lights higher
and some lower and softening the fixtures
with vegetation. A final suggestion: When
selecting lighting fixtures, note whether
they are “dark sky friendly” by looking for
the Fixture Seal of Approval (FSA) issued
by The International Dark-Sky Association.

This desire to connect with the outdoors
is stronger than ever as we seek refuge
from our technology-saturated, information-overloaded daily lives. With so many
new innovations and products to foster
indoor-outdoor convergence, the backyard
is now a seamless extension of the home.
Karen LeBlanc is host of The Design Tourist
series. She travels the globe attending some
of the world’s premiere design events in
search of the latest trends, tastemakers
and unique finds. Learn more at
thedesigntourist.com.
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